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variable? I want to convert a string like "'''', '''+ '' " into a variable.
This is what I have tried. var str=' "'''', '''+ '' "' I want it to be in a

variable so that I can assign it to a variable and other
computations I have searched but have not come across any

solution. A: The issue is that you're using single quotes to escape
the string, and thus it's turning into a single string (it's literally "'''",
just like the question you posted). Change it to double quotes, like
so: var str = "'''', '''+ '' "; Since a single quote is the only character
in a string that's often used to mark the start and end of a string,
and the only character that should be escaped when you're using
double quotes, you can use that to your advantage here. You can

also escape the backslash, like so: var str = "'\x27\x27 ', '' \x27\x27
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